ABSTRACT Standard urban economic theory predicts that house prices will decline with distance from the central business district. Empirical results have been equivocal, however. Disjoints between theory and empirics may be due to a nonmonotonic relationship between house prices and access to employment arising from the negative externalities associated with proximity to multiple centres of employment. Based on data from Glasgow (Scotland), we use gravity-based measures of accessibility estimated using a flexible functional form that allows for nonmonotonicity. The results are thoroughly tested using recent advances in spatial econometrics. We find compelling evidence of a nonmonotonic effect in the accessibility measure and discuss the implications for planning and housing policy.
Introduction
This paper analyses the impact of employment nodes on surrounding house values. It is an important subject with implications that go to the heart of housing and urban policy, the effect of urban structure on human welfare, the role of planning versus laissez faire, the spatial distribution of income and the impact of inequality.
Consider the direct implications for human welfare. If we control for house type and size, variation across space in house prices will reflect differences in the quality of life. People are willing to pay more to live in an area with good access to employment, environmental quality and security. If the impact on surrounding house prices of an employment centre is always positive, then the implication is that welfare is raised unambiguously whenever and wherever firms choose to locate. The role of planners and policy makers is minimal in such a world-the overriding imperative is to do nothing that inequality. For example, firms may be drawn to low land prices, which are likely to coincide with the location of poor households. And even if the initial location decisions of firms were random, it is possible that poorer households will be sorted into living in close proximity to employment centres because of the reduction in house prices. In other words, there may be a systematic tendencies in a laissez faire urban economy for low income households to bear the brunt of negative employment externalities.
The sorting effect generated by the house price gradient with respect to distance to employment may have further implications of interest to planners and policy makers. For example, if employment location helps shape the geography of house prices, which in turn affects the location of low and high income households across space, then this will affect the optimal placement of political and administrative boundaries. There will be important corollaries, for example, for the tax-raising potential of different jurisdictions depending on how administrative boundaries interact with the contours of employment density. Notwithstanding the feedback effects from the location of high income households on the location of employment and the geography of house prices, the urban distribution of incomes as a result of employment location will have multi-faceted implications for human wellbeing (see the Glaeser et al., 2009 , summary of links between spatial inequality and various social ills, such as crime).
The effect of employment location on house prices and, in particular, whether or not the relationship is monotonic, therefore warrants careful empirical examination. We begin, in Section 2, by setting this research goal in the context of existing work, and we present the negative externality explanation of nonmonotonicity as a possible solution to an apparent conflict in the literature between theory and evidence. In Section 3 we clarify the methodological challenges associated with estimating house price gradients when employment is scattered across the urban landscape in varying density, and set out our proposed solutions. We describe our data in Section 4 and discuss spatial econometric issues and results in Section 5. We offer a brief summary and conclusion in Section 6.
Literature Review
The standard urban economic model (Alonso, 1964; Muth, 1969) predicts that house prices will decline with distance to the central business district (CBD). This finding mimics that of von Thünen's model of farmland; and like the von Thünen's result, it rests crucially on the assumption that total transport costs rise with distance to the CBD. The prevalence of multiple centres of employment within a city or region (Wheaton, 2004) led to the standard urban economic model being extended to incorporate polycentric employment (Papageorgiou & Casetti, 1971; Yinger, 1992) . However, these multi-nodal models only confirm the basic prediction of Alonso and Muth-that the house price gradient will be negatively related to distance from an employment node. Papageorgiou & Casetti (1971) , for example, find that equilibrium residential land price is at its highest in the largest employment district, and that local maxima in land prices will occur at the local employment centres. Moreover, the land price at local employment centres will decline as distance between centres declines, and equilibrium land price falls with distance to employment node.
Although neoclassical theory predicts a negative relationship between constant quality house prices and access to employment in both monocentric and polycentric urban economies, the empirical evidence has been ambiguous. Econometric studies of the house price gradient have found it to be negative, zero or even positive. Early empirical studies tended to confirm the negative house price gradient proposition, but subsequent evidence painted a more complex picture (see review by Bartik & Smith, 1987) . Heikkila et al. (1989) , for example, found that coefficients on distance to CBDs were positive and not significant. They concluded that workplace accessibility had been overemphasised in the urban economics literature. Clapp et al. (2001) found that, after controlling for other factors, land values were negatively influenced by proximity to employment centres. Moreover, the remaining effect of distance on land values and work at home in 1990 is positive over the most distant part of our study area. This is opposite of effect of commuting in [standard urban economic] theory (p. 59).
A number of explanations for the empirical paradox have been proposed, most notably: (1) the modern city may have developed into a form where the role of distance is less important or more complex (Clapp et al., 2001; McMillen, 2003; Richardson et al., 1990) ; (2) errors in the measurement of access to work may have led to bias in empirical results; (3) submarket effects may distort the house price gradient and therefore need to be controlled for (Adair et al., 2000) ; (4) there may exist negative externalities in close proximity to employment centres (McDonald & McMillen, 2007) . The first three explanations, as we discuss below, do not provide a satisfactory account of the conflict between theory and evidence. The fourth hypothesis is promising but has not been investigated in sufficient depth to know whether the externality effect is sufficient to cause nonmonotonicity in the house price gradient.
Consider the first of these four theories. It purports to explain the contradictory empirical results as arising from fundamental changes over time in the role of distancethe negative house price gradient is simply a particular phase in urban development, not the immutable archetype to which all cities converge. Clapp et al. (2001) find significant changes to the land rent gradient over time. Similarly, Richardson et al. (1990) suggest the effect of distance to CBD may have declined-the distance coefficient for Los Angeles CBD was negative in regressions based on 1970 data, but not significantly different from zero when run on house price data from 1980 (Richardson et al., 1990; see also McMillen, 2003) .
This explanation is unlikely to fully account for the variety of empirical results, however. Other studies have continued to find significant negative effects of distance to CBD (Osland et al., 2007, for example) and of distance to suburban employment centres (see the review by Yiu & Tam, 2004) . There is also no coherent theoretical explanation for why distance to employment (as opposed to distance to CBD) has become less important. For example, Glaeser & Kohlase (2004) conclude that, whilst transportation costs for goods and raw materials have declined significantly, and hence 'should play an increasingly irrelevant role in the urban economy' (Glaeser & Kohlase, 2004, p. 209) , the costs of moving people 'are certainly not disappearing, [and] should continue to be a dominating presence in the structure of urban form' (Glaeser & Kohlase, 2004, p. 209) . Therefore, if multiple centres of employment are appropriately incorporated into econometric models, we should still expect the access-to-work house price gradient to be always and everywhere negative. However, this is not the case (as our own results, presented below, corroborate).
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A second explanation for the empirical ambiguity is that the accessibility variable has been incorrectly specified. One issue here is whether simple distance to CBD is an adequate proxy for accessibility. Commuting time and costs may not always correspond to Euclidean distance. However, there are reasons to believe that linear distance may be a surprisingly good approximation in large samples, implying that journey times are unlikely to explain the disjoint between the theory and evidence of house price gradients. First, there is an empirical evidence to suggest that generalised transport costs and Euclidean distances are, in fact, highly correlated. Combes & Lafourcade (2005) find that the two have a correlation coefficient ¼ 0.97. Adair et al. (2000) find accessibility in most submarkets to be statistically insignificant despite going to considerable lengths to define a precise measure of accessibility. Second, there are theoretical grounds for believing that there are countervailing biases implied by using Euclidean distance as a measure of accessibility which are likely to cancel each other out. For example, whilst one might expect journey distances to exceed Euclidean distances in low density areas because of fewer roads, the effect will be compensated for by less congestion in those areas (Duranton & Overman, 2005 , p. 1083 .
A third explanation argues that submarket effects could lead to particular clusters of households having different access -space trade-offs. This explanation is also problematic.
It is difficult to demonstrate that apparent submarket effects are truly at odds with the predictions of the standard urban economic model. For example, Adair et al. (2000) explore whether there is variation in the importance of accessibility across different submarkets in Belfast, but do not make clear how such effects can be disentangled from the consequences of polycentricity or from the standard finding that bid-rent function of the household will vary with household characteristics (Beckman, 1973; Fujita, 1989) . Also, submarket boundaries are not exogenous to the urban system-they are driven, for example, by variations in school performance and social deprivation. After controlling for these factors we would still expect empirical models to yield negative house price gradients.
A fourth solution, proposed by Richardson (1977) , argues that there is a missing element in the utility function of the standard urban economic model. Richardson (1977) showed that 'a positive rent gradient is feasible as a result of introducing an externality component in the determination of urban rent ' (p. 62) . That employment centres may be associated with significant negative externalities is not a controversial assumption-most zoning policies are premised on it (Pogodzinski & Sass, 1991) . Residents located close to these centres trade-off rising transport costs against the falling externality effects of proximity to industrial or commercial activities and buildings. If the externality effect is large, the house price gradient would become nonmonotonic (McDonald & McMillen, 2007) , which has significant implications for land planning and housing policy, as intimated in the introduction.
This proposition accords with the Li & Brown (1980) characterisation of 'microneighbourhood externalities', which they estimate through a series of distance to physical and commercial features. Unfortunately, interpretation of their results is frustrated by: (1) the fact that the size of employment centres is not measured and (2) only distance to nearest feature is computed-the effect of access to any other employment node is overlooked. This second point has the potential to introduce considerable bias. First, many households have more than one worker so the household location choice may be influenced by the need for access to a range of employment locations. Second, many workers are required to work between two or more sites (Yiu & Tam, 2007) or visit clients scattered across many employment nodes. Third, the individual value of a given home and the choice of commute length are based not only on the current job site, but also on the expectation of where future jobs will be and the likelihood of both job separations and residential moves (Crane 1996, p. 342) .
The transaction costs of moving home make the influence of uncertain job location, and the need to account for the effect of multiple employment nodes, all the more potent.
Although gravity-based access measures have been estimated in relation to housing prices [notably by Osland & Thorsen (O&T) , 2008], we are not aware of any that consider the possibility of nonmonotonicity. Whilst the disamenity of proximity to industrial production in a traditional monocentric city might only affect a limited number of innercity households located within a stone throw of the CBD, in a polycentric city, a very high proportion of households might live close to one or more employment centres. Our contention, therefore, is that, when combined with polycentricity, nonmonotonic distance effects could have profound effects on house price gradients. And as we argued in the introduction, house price gradients are important because they affect where households from particular income brackets choose to locate. This in turn affects likely revenue and expenditure streams from property taxes. Moreover, nonmonotonicity has important implications for the role of planners because it implies that firm location does not have an unambiguous positive effect on neighbouring residents and, as a result, the market cannot be left to allocate land in a socially optimal way.
There is an imperative, therefore, both in terms of the need to reconcile the theory and empirics of urban economics, and in terms of the implications for urban planning, to permit nonmonotonic distance effects when estimating the relationship between employment and house prices. It is also important for this nonmonotonic function to be modelled in a way that accounts for multiple employment nodes because this can multiply the number of homes affected.
Econometric Methodology
Whilst the direct effect of distance is not included in the utility functions of the early Alonso -Muth monocentric models, it is not a new assumption. Papageorgiou & Casetti (1971) , for example, included distance to multiple centres in their objective function on the basis that the household purchases goods and services from these centres and so proximity is desirable. Crucially, however, the marginal utility of distance was assumed to be strictly negative. The possibility that the effect of distance to the employment centre (or weighted distances to multiple employment centres) will have a nonmonotonic effect on household utility opens the possibility that this effect will be represented in the valuation of constant quality house prices (or land in residential use). By removing the restriction that utility is strictly decreasing with distance, one allows for the potential negative externality effects of employment nodes as well as the positive effect of access to work.
Whilst there have been empirical studies that have looked at the externality effect of employment location in relation to house prices (Pogodzinski & Sass, 1991) they have tended among other things to overlook important spatial econometric issues and/or neglect Housing Prices and Access to Jobs 1187 to account for polycentric employment structures. This gap in the literature is partly due to the methodological difficulties associated with developing a functional form that is both sufficiently general to allow for the existence of nonmonotonicity, and sufficiently parsimonious to be estimated within an econometric framework of decentralised employment. Given that it is only relatively recently that gravity-based accessibility measures have been used to capture decentralised employment location effects on house prices (O&T, 2008) , it is not surprising that the possibility of nonmonotonicity in the employment -access/house -price relationship has yet to be explored. We now explain how we attempt to address this omission.
We aim to estimate a regression model that relates the price of homogenous housing at a given location i to the gravity-based access variable (Hansen, 1959) , S i , where
ij exp½sv ij and, j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n (index variable for employment zones); v ij ¼ set of distances from location i to employment zone j; L j ¼ number of workers employed at location j; g, u, s ¼ parameters to be estimated.
S i , thus formulated, can account for a wide variety of functional forms with respect to the effect of distance to j, whilst also permitting variation in the size of employment centre. Negative externality effects, if they exist, can be captured because the formula allows S to have a nonmonotonic relationship with distance, which will then translate into a nonmonotonic impact on house prices when included in hedonic regression model. The stock of houses is not homogenous, so we control for house variation by including a range of dwelling characteristics. Our empirical model is, therefore:
where P ¼ observed selling price at location i, A is a vector of attributes of dwelling at location i, and CBD is the distance to the central business district. CBD is included to test whether there are any effects of proximity to CBD other than distance to employment (Brueckner et al., 1999; O&T, 2008) . To adjust for seasonal effects on sale price, seasonal dummies Seas_d are included (whether the house was sold in spring, summer, autumn or winter). D denotes deprivation score. This variable represents externality effects associated with deprivation. Including this variable is potentially problematic, however, because poor people will inevitably live in lower house price areas (due to budget constraints), so deprivation may be caused by low prices, rather than causing low house prices. For this reason, we estimate the model with and without the deprivation score and other neighbourhood characteristics. Subm_d denotes the inclusion of submarket dummies based on realtor jurisdictions to account for shifts in the house price surface not captured by the other variables. SPerf denotes school performance, and has been shown to be of importance in the housing submarket literature (see for instance Goodman & Thibodeau, 1998) . The variables are further commented upon in Section 4.
The estimation problem, then, is to estimate the slope parameters along with the access parameters g, u and s, which we achieve using maximum likelihood (ML) methods. If one assumes monotonic distance effects on the house price gradient, then this is equivalent to imposing the restriction u ¼ 0, and the model reduces to
, which is similar to the O&T (2008) regression model. The two panels of Figure 1 show what happens to the O&T functional form when we change the values of g and s, but hold u constant at zero. Figure 2 illustrates the variety of functional forms that can occur when u is allowed to vary. The graphs illustrate the flexible nature of the functional form used in the econometric specification: how it allows both monotonicity and nonmonotonicity to occur in a distance-weighted multi-nodal setting. Panel (a) indicates a very steep monotonic distance decay effect (g ¼ 1, u ¼ 0.1, s ¼ 2 0.1) which would be observed if there were no negative externalities associated with proximity to employment centres, or if the externality was dominated by transport costs at all distances. Panel (b) represents very potent but highly localised negative externality effects of employment centres (g ¼ 1, u ¼ 1, s ¼ 2 0.05). Panel (c) illustrates less potent but also highly localised negative externality effects
represents the scenario where negative amenity effects persist well beyond the immediate vicinity of the employment centre (g ¼ 1, u ¼ 2, s ¼ 2 0.005). When S is included in a regression model of the type described by Equation (1), the range of possible functional forms is extended further by the size and magnitude of the slope coefficient a 1 . For example, if a 1 ¼ 2 1, then each of the graphs above would be vertically inverted.
To ascertain the extent of nonmonotonicity and the sensitivity of the results to model specification, we specify five different models. First, the ROT regression [representing the O&T (2008) , regression] assumes that distance to employment has a monotonic effect on house prices (u ¼ 0 in the specification of the adjusted access variable S). We include this model as a comparator as it represents the existing estimation technology in the literature (i.e. a monotonic gravity model). Second, we estimate regression R1 which 
where L j ¼ number of workers employed at location j, v ij ¼ the distance between residential location i and employment node j. In the O&T formulation, u is held constant at zero. The graphs show how, under the O&T restriction, S i varies monotonically with distance between i and j for different values of g and s. In graph (a), s is held constant at 2 0.001; as g rises from 0.1 to 0.4, the relationship between S i and distance becomes steeper. In graph (b), g is held constant at 0.1; as s falls from 20.001 to 2 0.004 the relationship between S i and distance becomes increasingly convex to the origin, but remains monotonic.
Housing Prices and Access to Jobs 1189 is the same as ROT except that it allows (but does not require) distance to employment to have a nonmonotonic effect (u is permitted to vary from zero in the specification of S). Model formulation R2 excludes the CBD-variable on the basis that the traditional CBD effects of the standard urban economic model should be fully captured by the gravity variable. If CBD is included it is on the basis that there are additional 'urban attraction' effects-i.e. other than access to employment (such as the location of cultural and leisure amenities in the centre). R3 excludes the neighbourhood variables, and R4 excludes both the neighbourhood variables and the distance to CBD-variable. (These last two models are presented to illustrate the robustness of our results to exclusion/inclusion of spatial variables like distance to CBD and submarket boundaries which may be particularly likely to affect the estimates of employment access effects because of multicolinearity.)
Spatial Econometric Issues
Spatial effects (Anselin, 1988) are to be expected in cross-sectional real estate data. Such effects need to be tested and controlled for because spatial dependence in the price variable Notes: The graphs in Figure 2 illustrate the flexible nature of the functional form used in the econometric specification: how it allows both monotonicity and nonmonotonicity to occur in a distance-weighted multi-nodal setting. The graphs plot hypothetical values of S i , the gravity-based access variable for location i, where
ij exp½sv ij , and L j ¼ number of workers employed at location j, v ij ¼ the distance between residential location i and employment node j. The graphs show how S i varies with distance between i and j for different values of u and s, holding g constant at one. will result in estimated parameters being biased when using the traditional ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator. Spatial autocorrelation in the residuals of an OLS regression model will give less reliable inferences, and less precision in relation to the estimated parameters (Anselin, 1988) . In the econometric analysis, we follow Florax et al. (2003) and apply the classical modelling strategy, starting with relatively parsimonious model formulations and continue with more comprehensive specifications based on the results of the relevant tests. Spatial econometrics tests and estimates were obtained using the spdep (spatial dependence) package, found in the R statistical programming environment.
1
In order to test the OLS models for spatial effects, we specify spatial weights matrices by using the k-nearest symmetric neighbourhood approach where distances between neighbours are allowed to vary. For k ¼ 1 (for example), each observation will have at least one neighbour (see Anselin & Lozano-Gracia, 2008) . As is common in spatial econometrics, row-standardized weights are used. For all estimations, we have used a sparse matrix approach (see Bivand et al., 2008, p. 284) .
A Moran's I test showed that the null hypothesis of no spatial autocorrelation could not be rejected. We then estimated the Lagrange multiplier (LM)lag statistic to test the null hypothesis of no spatial lag dependence, followed by the LM error statistic to test the null hypothesis of no significant spatial error autocorrelation. If the LM error statistics (and Robust Lagrange multiplier (RLM) error test statistics) are the largest, this indicates that spatial autocorrelation in the residual is the dominating problem (which did, in fact, turn out to be the case in our data-see Section 6) and the appropriate spatial model to use would be the spatial autoregressive error model (Florax & De Graaf, 2004) :
where W is the weights matrix and the spatial autoregressive parameter, l is estimated jointly with the regression coefficients. Parameters inside the nonlinear adjusted accessibility variable,
ij exp½sv ij , are imputed values from the original ML grid-search estimation, as will be explained below. If l ¼ 0 the model becomes a traditional least squares regression model. 1 is a n £ 1 vector of spatial autoregressive error terms and u , Nð0; s 2 IÞ. In a semi-logarithmic model of this kind, the coefficients in the spatial error and the OLS models are interpreted as the percentage effect of a unit change, given that the variable is continuous.
An alternative estimator-the generalized moments (GM) estimator-which is based on Kelejian & Prucha (1999)-will also be used. This method is computationally useful when the number of observations is large, and it does not assume the normality of error terms (Anselin & Le Gallo, 2006) . A precise description of the differences between the two estimators in relation to the spatial error model is found in Bell & Bockstael (2000) .
If the OLS estimates are significantly different to the spatial error model, the more general spatial Durbin model is advocated since this model may protect against omitted variable bias (LeSage & Pace, 2009, p. 157) . A general formulation of the spatial Durbin model is:
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This model includes a spatial lag of the dependent variable, along with the existing independent variables. In this way the spatial Durbin model can adjust for the potential of a significant spatial lag in the dependent variable and the characteristics of neighbouring houses. See for instance, Bivand (1984) for further explanations. As we explain in Section 6, it is this method of estimation which proved most appropriate given the results of the various diagnostic tests, though the OLS and spatial error models also provide good approximations.
Data
Our data are for dwellings in Glasgow, Scotland. Because individuals living in Glasgow may commute to employment outside the city, we allow the initial employment catchment to cover a much greater area (distances were computed from dwellings in Glasgow to all Scottish employment data zones, and then restricted to a commuting radius of 60 km). As argued in O&T (2008) successful estimations of the spatial interaction variables probably require data referring to a connected labour market area, rather than just an urban area as in Adair et al. (2000) . Given that the Norwegian region studied in O&T (2008) was highly atypical of most European or American metropolitan areas, the application to a larger, industrial city like Glasgow is of particular interest in terms of extending our understanding of how gravity-based estimation approaches perform in different contexts.
To what extent do the O&T (2008) results on the role of urban attraction and labour market accessibility in determining housing prices hold in a larger urban metropolitan area? Glasgow is a particularly useful test-bed for such research given that it is has become a well-established location for house price and urban structure research (see, for example, Pryce, 2011; Pryce & Gibb, 2006) . We include four types of variables: dwelling type (house or flat, conversion, detached, semi-detached, detached-bungalow, detached villa), internal characteristics (traditional construction, bay window, number of bedrooms, number of public rooms (i.e. rooms other than bedrooms, bathrooms and kitchens), en suite bathrooms, gas central heating, whether the property needs upgrading, whether the property is described as luxurious), external characteristics (plot measured in acres, whether there is a garden, garage, parking and notable views), and neighbourhood variables [social deprivation, realtor jurisdiction (taken as an indicator of submarket), school performance]. We also include seasonal dummies and distance to CBD to capture the urban attraction effect-the benefits of locating near the centre of the city other than access to employment (e.g. shopping facilities and other amenities). Finally, we include our adjusted employment accessibility measure S which is a weighted measure of distance to each employment node that allows for distance to employment to have a nonmonotonic functional form due, for example, to negative externalities associated with living close to an employment node. More details on the computation of S are provided below.
The house price data comprise 6269 dwelling transactions in Glasgow in 2007 (see summary statistics in Table 1 ) and were supplied by Glasgow Solicitors Property Centre, a consortium of over 200 real estate agents across the Strathclyde city region. This is a large dataset with relatively dense spatial distribution-the maximum distance for any observation from the centre is about 30 km. For more details on the Glasgow housing market (including analysis of average selling prices, types of houses, differences in landscape, neighbourhood characteristics and access to a range of amenities that appear in these submarkets), see Pryce & Gibb (2006) . Employment location data were supplied by Annual Business Inquiry (ABI) at datazone level, and deprivation data were provided by Scottish Homes. The school performance measure was computed as the percentage of pupils gaining 5 or more awards at level 5 or above (3 year average for the period 2000 -2002) in the secondary school nearest to dwelling i, using examination results data supplied by the Scottish Government.
Creating the Adjusted Accessibility Variable, S
As noted in the introduction, a major obstacle to testing for nonmonotonicity in a multiple employment node framework is the methodological challenge of developing a flexible functional form for the employment access measure. We experimented with a variety of non-linear functions and found
ij exp½sv ij to be the most satisfactory in terms of its elegance and flexibility. Flexibility comes at a price, however, particularly in the context of gravity-based estimation. To illustrate, consider the 6269 dwellings (all within 30 km distance from Glasgow Centre) and the 6501 employment zones (covering most of Scotland) in our data. Even a very simple exponential specification of S without flexibility Housing Prices and Access to Jobs 1193 in the functional form would require the calculation of more than 40 million distances (6269 £ 6501 ¼ 40 754 769). If we introduce an additional non-linear parameter, such as u, and then use ML estimation to grid search over say a 100 possible values of that parameter, the S variable has to be recomputed 100 times for each value of that parameter, raising the number of computations to 4 billion. Adding another two parameters and searching over 100 values of each would increase the number of computations by a factor of 10 000 to 40 trillion. To reduce the number of computations, we preceded the computations with an initial grid-search using large increments in the parameters to identify plausible ranges of each, and then conducted a more refined search within the most promising intervals. Each grid-search entailed finding the parameter values that maximised the log likelihood of the regression function described in (1). The entire process was repeated for each of the five regression specifications: ROT, R1, R2, R3 and R4.
The results obtained at optimum values of g, u, and s are displayed in Table 2 for the five different model alternatives. It is clear from the results that when u is allowed to vary (regressions R1, R2, R3 and R4), rather than being held constant at zero (ROT), it tends towards a value substantially greater than zero (our estimates range from 3.2 to 5.0), indicating a strong degree of nonmonotonicity. Model R1 is the best performing model (u ¼ 4.6). Note that the models ROT and R1 are nested variants since, if u ¼ 0, then model R1 reduces to model ROT. As a result, we can test the significance of u by performing the likelihood ratio (LR) test, 2 where ROT and R1 are the restricted and unrestricted models, respectively. The estimated LR test statistics is 204.4, which exceeds the 5 per cent critical value of the x 2 distribution ¼ 3.84 by a massive margin (our test statistic is more than 50 times greater than the 5 per cent critical value, implying a significance value of 2.3E-46, or less than a one in a billion trillion trillion trillion [10 45 ] chance of falsely rejecting the null hypotheses of u ¼ 0). This result provides very strong evidence for nonmonotonicity in the effect on house prices of distance to employment. Further evidence of this result is presented in Section 5.
To illustrate the implications of our findings, Figure 3 plots the functional form of S at the optimised values of parameters from R1 (u ¼ 4.6, g ¼ 0.1, s ¼ 2 0.007). The graph is plotted for the case where the number of employees, L, at node j, is 100. Translating the relationship between distance and S into the relationship between distance and log house price entails a simple linear scaling (to obtain the effect on log house price, simply multiply S by 16.165, the R1 coefficient on S). It is clear, therefore, that the nonmonotonic relationship between S and distance will translate into a nonmonotonic relationship between house prices and distance. The implication of Figure 3 is that the estimated externality effect is so pronounced that it more than counteracts any positive travel benefit associated with living close to an employment node. The distance at which S is maximised will also correspond to the distance at which the house price effect is maximised. For example, it can be seen from Figure 3 that S, the benefit of locating near employment net of the externality effect, peaks at approximately 650 m from an employment node (computed assuming there is but one employment node with 100 employees, and everything else is held constant). Beyond 2 km, the net benefit of proximity to employment falls to zero. Note that, for simplicity, Figure 3 is plotted for the strictly hypothetical case of a single employment node. In reality, houses will be located in varying degrees of proximity to many employment nodes of varying sizes, so the actual value of S at a particular residential location i will typically be considerably higher than the peak of 0.14 in Figure 3 . Since our functional form permits multiple employment locations, this is accounted for in the gives the results using the monotonic accessibility measure based on O&T (2008), which implies that u ¼
j . The other models have been estimated without imposing this restriction on u.
1196 L. Osland & G. Pryce estimated regressions. We now subject the results to further scrutiny to ensure they are not made spurious by spatial effects.
Spatial Econometrics and Results for Control Variables
In Table 3 we report test results for spatial effects using weights so that k ¼ 22. Using neighbourhood structures with lower/higher numbers of neighbours leads to the same conclusions as those implied by the tests presented in Table 3 .
The OLS models are nested within the spatial autoregressive error models, so comparisons of corresponding spatial error models are straightforward. In all cases, the spatial error models give a higher log-likelihood value than the equivalent OLS models found in Table 2 . The spatial autoregressive parameter, l, is positive; takes substantial value and is clearly significant. Access to employment is significant in all models (as is the urban attraction variable, distance to CBD). A standard LR test to compare R1 and ROT shows that the inclusion of the nonmonotonic distance effect in the adjusted labour market accessibility variable is clearly significant. The value of the LR test statistic is 35.12 using the results from the spatial error models. Model R1 is also significantly better than model R2, and the value of the test statistic is 3.938. The critical value of the x 2 ð1Þ is 3.84 at the 5 per cent significance level. Figure 3 . The nonmonotonic effect of distance to employment plotted using parameter values derived from regression R1. Notes: Figure 3 plots the graph of S i against v ij , where S i is the gravitybased measure of access to employment at residential location i, and v ij is distance from dwelling i to employment node j. The graph is plotted for the case where the number of employees, L, at node j, is 100. Distance is measured along the horizontal axis and is computed as distance in metres to this single employment node. The access variable,
j exp½sv j , is plotted on the vertical axis at the estimated values of its parameters (g ¼ 0.1, u ¼ 4.6, s ¼ 20.007), derived from a ML gridsearch on preferred regression, R1. To obtain the effect on log house price at a given distance, the values of S i plotted here need to be multiplied by 16.165, the R1 coefficient on S i . Table 3 . Tests for spatial effects. 
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L. Osland & G. Pryce
In the spatial error models (Table 4) the ML-estimator is used. The results from the GM estimator are at least as good as those from the ML-estimator, and are only presented for model R1, the preferred model. None of the above-mentioned conclusions are altered when using weights with k , 22. In Table 5 this is documented using results for R1 and k ¼ 5. For the sake of completeness, we have also included results from a spatial lag model (Anselin, 1988) .
A remaining issue relates to the impact of excluded and/or misspecified variables. If the variation in the estimated coefficients is large between the spatial error model and the OLS models, this could be a sign of misspecification (LeSage & Pace, 2009 ). It could also indicate that neither the OLS model nor the spatial error model is representative of the true data generating process (Pace & LeSage, 2008) . To gauge the magnitude of such effects, we measure the differences between the OLS coefficients and those in the spatial error model (k ¼ 22) ; divided by the mean value of pairs of coefficients. Although all the coefficients have the same sign, there are relatively large differences between pairs of coefficients for some of the neighbourhood/submarket variables. The most important variable in the present study is labour market accessibility. For this coefficient the variation is 33 per cent. We conducted a spatial Hausman test and rejected the null hypothesis (significance ¼ 0.000) that the OLS estimates and the estimates from the spatial error model are not significantly different from each other (LeSage & Pace, 2009) . Following LeSage & Pace (2009, p. 157) we proceeded to estimate the spatial Durbin model (4) and found that k ¼ 5 gives the highest log-likelihood value. Results from the estimated spatial Durbin model are presented in Table 5 . Note that the log-likelihoodvalue is higher than the corresponding spatial error model, which suggests that the spatial Durbin model is the most appropriate for our data.
The results on the estimated parameters from the spatial Durbin model (Table 5) This matrix, and traces 3 of powers series of the spatial weights matrix, carried out by Monte Carlo methods, 4 were then used to calculate impact measures, and inference results (LeSage & Pace, 2009, pp. 96-104 and 114 -115) . The results reported in Table 6 represent scalar average measures for each variable over all the observations and are interpreted as follows. Average direct impacts measure the scalar average effect on a house price i of a change in the value of each of the explanatory variables related to that house. The indirect impacts are the average effect on house price i of a change in each of the explanatory variables relatated to all the other houses. The average total impact is the sum of the direct and indirect impacts.
All the estimated direct impacts are significant, except for some of the neighbourhood characteristics. For these variables, the indirect impacts are signficant. In almost all cases the total impacts are significant. Except for the direct effect of distance to CBD, all the effects have the same sign as the corresponding parameters from previously used estimators. When it comes to access to labour markets, all the three impacts measures are significant and the signs of the impacts are positive. The positive indirect or spillover effects are almost twice as large as the direct impacts.
Given that the results from the spatial Durbin model are unbiased under a range of different data generating processes (LeSage & Pace, 2009, pp. 157-158) , we could Housing Prices and Access to Jobs 1199 Table 4 . Results from the spatial error models. Notes:
In parentheses we report z-statistics. LL denotes log-likelihood values and AIC represents Akaike's information criterion. l has been estimated by using the ML estimator. In all reported models k ¼
22.
Housing Prices and Access to Jobs 1201 Table 5 .
Results for the preferred model formulation R1 using an alternative estimator, an alternative neighbourhood structure in the weights matrix of the spatial error model and two alternative spatial models.
Spatial error model using 
Notes:
The first column display results using the GM-estimator in accordance with Kelejian & Prucha (1999) . The second column displays results from the spatial error model using weights so that k ¼ 5. In the third the spatial lag model is shown. In the fourth and fifth columns the results from the spatial Durbin model is documented. For this model the parameters of the spatially non-lagged independent variables appear to the left and the parameters related to the lagged independent variables appear to the right. z-values are given in parentheses. LL denotes log-likelihood values and AIC represents Akaike's information criterion.
Housing Prices and Access to Jobs 1203 compare the results for the accessibility parameter from this model with the results from the other estimators. When comparing the average total impact with the parameter found in the spatial error model (k ¼ 5), the difference in estimated parameter is 3 per cent. It is 12 per cent in comparisons with the OLS model. The 95 per cent quantiles for the point estimate of the total average effect are [11.293; 16.904] . Based on this, the results from the spatial error model can be used as an approximation of the average total impact of changes in accessibility on house prices, whereas the results from the OLS model can represent an approximate upper bound to this effect. In terms of the coefficients on the other variables in the preferred model (R1) included as controls, they are all as anticipated. Houses, particularly detached and semi-detached bungalows and large houses converted to flats, are worth more than purpose-built flats. Traditional dwellings and luxury properties earn a premium, as do those with bay windows, en suite bathrooms or gas central heating. Properties in need of upgrading are worth significantly less than those that are not. Properties with more bedrooms and public rooms are worth more; as are those with large plot sizes, garage, parking or notable views. Properties in deprived areas are worth significantly less, while those close to schools with good exam results tend to have a significantly higher price. The realtor-based submarket dummies for the East End, West End, South Side and North Glasgow were all highly significant. These findings were generally stable across the five regression models and are consistent with those reported in the existing hedonic literature (see, for example, Adair et al., 2000; Osland, 2010; Pryce, 2011) .
In summary, after accounting for spatial effects, our results remain unambiguous. Regardless of estimation method, number of neighbours included in the weights matrix and choice of spatial model, the labour market accessibility variable, S, with a nonmonotonic functional form, remains highly statistically significant. Coefficients on other factors included in the model as control variables were generally stable, plausible and statistically significant.
Conclusion
We have argued that the apparent conflict between urban economic theory and the empirical evidence with respect to the slope of the house price gradient is best accounted for by allowing for a local externality effect. We have also argued that such effects need to be incorporated into a model that allows for multiple employment nodes. This is important because the effect of local employment externalities is likely to be magnified in a multiple-employment-centre environment (as opposed to a monocentric one) because concentric rings of local externality emanating from multiple employment nodes will cover a much greater proportion of the urban area and potentially overlap. Note that by allowing for both nonmonotonicity and multiple employment nodes, undulations and plateaus in the house price surface can arise without the addition of more elaborate and ad hoc irregularities to the von-Thünen -Alonso -Muth model (such as submarkets, variable transport provision, school performance etc.). Crucially, however, for such a degree of complexity to emerge from local externalities alone, the effect would have to be sufficiently potent to cause nonmonotonicity-house prices actually falling as one approaches an employment node-otherwise one would simply observe shallow slopes and this would fail to explain why some studies have found positive house price gradients.
We have also argued that reconciling theory and empirics in this field are of more than academic interest. If the negative effects on house prices of production externalities outweigh the benefits of short commuting times then the case for planning is significantly strengthened. Firm location ceases to be a marginal policy issue because there is an imperative to minimise exposure of residents to the negative effects that occur at close proximity to employment nodes. Maximising social welfare requires government intervention because firms have no obvious market-based incentives to take into account the negative externality effects of their location on surrounding households. Restrictions would then be needed on where commercial and residential construction takes place in order Housing Prices and Access to Jobs 1205 to separate land use. However, if the relationship between employment density and constant quality house price is strictly monotonic-if the effect of firm location on the quality of life of surrounding residents is unambiguously positive-then the case for land planning is far less compelling. Employment centres in such a world are always beneficial, so it would not matter where they are located. House price gradients are also important because they affect where households from particular income brackets choose to locate. This in turn affects likely revenue and expenditure streams from property taxes.
The overwhelming conclusion of the empirical models presented here is that the relationship between distance to employment and house price is indeed nonmonotonic: house prices rise initially as one moves further away from an employment node, and then decline. The implication of our results is not that all other explanations for positive price gradients should be disregarded; merely that more complex and ad hoc factors (such as submarket effects) are not needed for flat or positive house price gradients to occur. Our results also imply that the ambiguous role for planning implicit in the standard urban economic models (both the monocentric and polycentric versions) is incorrect. There are both sound conceptual and empirical reasons to expect positive land rent gradients over certain distances to employment centres. The fact that such gradients occur in polycentric urban economies is important because a much larger proportion of households are potentially affected by local negative externalities (if all production is concentrated in the CBD then only inner-city residents would be affected). So our findings underscore the importance of using gravity models of multiple employment nodes when testing for nonmonotonic effects.
Whilst the paper has offered a number of innovations, including: (1) development of a flexible functional form that allows for nonmonotonicity; (2) estimation of this functional form in the context of a gravity-based accessibility measure to capture polycentric employment and (3) estimation using the spatial Durbin model with detailed comparison of a variety of other models), there are many important avenues for future development. For example, we did not decompose employment into industrial classification or by gender, partly because of data limitations. A more nuanced approach would be achieved if the relationship was estimated separately for different categories of employment. A second area for further work is to experiment with a variety of measures of access. Though we cited evidence that Euclidean distance was probably a good proxy for travelling time, further research needs to be done to establish whether and how the shape of the house price gradient varies across different measures. Thirdly, one might conjecture that the apparent variation in house price gradients across the cities observed in the literature could be the result of different patterns of employment location interacting with local externality effects. In other words, even if the econometric relationship between house prices and our adjusted measure of access remained entirely constant across cities, variations in the pattern of employment would cause house price surfaces to differ considerably. The approach needs to be applied to urban economies of varying scale and type to ascertain the extent to which nonmonotonicity is a general finding.
at the Centre for Public Policy and the Regions Seminar (Glasgow, May 2009) for their useful comments. We would also like to thank GSPC for providing the house price data. Notes 1 R is available at: http://www.R-project.org. 2 The LR test statistic is computed as twice the difference in the log-likelihoods: LR ¼ 2(log-likelihood of the unrestricted model-log-likelihood of the restricted model), which has a x 2 distribution (see Wooldridge, 2006, p. 588) . 3 The trace of a square matrix is the sum of its diagonal elements. 4 Monte Carlo methods are a range of statistical techniques for deriving repeated hypothetical samples that incorporate the kind of random variation one might observe in real life but in a controlled way. This confers a distinct advantage over using real data-using hypothetical samples that allows one to control the data environment and hence better understand how a particular procedure behaves. Monte Carlo simulation has become a standard tool for statisticians (see Robert & Casella, 2004 for an overview of different methods and related techniques).
